Introducing the Clover 5” and 7” HD Video Magnifiers!

Item # VClover5, VClover5Handle, VClover7

The Clover 5” (5” wide screen) has a centered camera with magnification range from 4x – 20x OR 3x – 30x (3x-30x range allows user to shrink screen for those with a limited visual field), 20 color contrast modes, fast refresh with virtually no ghosting of the image, rechargeable battery that gives 4 hours of use on a charge, fantastic depth of focus to write under, large/tactile operational buttons, integrated reading stand and optional handle (when folded under, handle allows for 25% greater field of view). Lightweight and portable (weighs 7oz with battery). Can connect to a TV. 2 year warranty.

The Clover 7” HD (7” screen) has an HD auto focus camera that provides exceptionally clear images. The tactile operational buttons are located on the housing and not on the side of the screen, making it very simple and stable to use. Near and far view capability. Magnification from 2.2x – 16x, 18 color contrast modes AND a one-push button to bring the image back to full color. Fast refresh rate and virtually no image ghosting. Rechargeable battery gives 4 hours of use on a charge, screen brightness can be adjusted by user and reading lines and masks can be turned on or off as desired. Lightweight and portable (15.9oz with battery). Can be connected to a TV. 2 year warranty.

These 5” and 7” HD video magnifiers are incredible values with excellent performance. Try them today and compare!